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Britain since 1945. Labour and the welfare state (1945â€“51). Labour rejoiced at its political triumph, the first independent parliamentary
majority in the partyâ€™s history, but it faced grave problems. The war had stripped Britain of virtually all its foreign financial resources,
and the country had built up â€œsterling creditsâ€â€”debts owed to other countries that would have to be paid in foreign
currenciesâ€”amounting to several billion pounds.Â Further British compromise became inevitable when the Japanese in the spring of
1942 swept through Burma to the eastern borders of India while also organizing in Singapore a large Indian National Army and issuing
appeals to Asian nationalism. 7AAH1203 Britain since 1945: Politics, Society, Economy, Culture, International Relations. Credit value:
20 Module convenor 2019/20: Dr Conor Morrissey (co-taught with Professor David Edgerton) Teaching pattern: 10 x 2 hour weekly
seminars Availability: Please see module list for relevant year Assessment: 1 x 4,000-word essay.Â This course provides a
comprehensive introduction to the main themes of British history 1945-2000.Â Andrew Gamble, Britain in decline: economic policy,
political strategy and the British state (Basingstoke, 1994). Jim Tomlinson, The politics of decline: understanding post-war Britain
(Abingdon, 2000). Arthur Marwick, British society since 1945 (Harmondsworth, 1990). David Edgerton, Warfare State: Britain 1920-1970
(2005). Darwin, John. Chapter 1: Introduction. Studying world history since 1945. The study of history is essentially about the study of
human beings in time. It therefore encompasses all aspects of human society, institutions and organisations and the conflicts and
disputes within and between them.Â â€¢ analyse what influenced states and their rulers as they sought to expand their power and
influence and deal with threats to their interests. â€¢ become aware of the elements of the Cold War international system that were
connected to the post-Cold War era. Using this subject guide.

Britain and the British have changed profoundly since 1945. A principal driver of change has been a major growth in population, matched
by rapidly rising expectations about lifestyle. Demands for mobility (cars) and space (houses) have ensured the transfer of land from
agriculture and natural landscape to roads and housing, with multiple consequences for the environment and for the human
experience.Â The 1960s destroyed a cultural continuity that had lasted since the Victorian period. Alongside the apparent continuity in
popular culture of works such as the James Bond films, the novels of Dick Francis and the radio soap 'The Archers', there were also
important shifts, for example in popular music. Chapter 1: Introduction. Studying world history since 1945. The study of history is
essentially about the study of human beings in time. It therefore encompasses all aspects of human society, institutions and
organisations and the conflicts and disputes within and between them.Â â€¢ analyse what influenced states and their rulers as they
sought to expand their power and influence and deal with threats to their interests. â€¢ become aware of the elements of the Cold War
international system that were connected to the post-Cold War era. Using this subject guide. British Prime Minister Harold Macmillan
privately hoped his country would be â€œbig enoughâ€ to shrug off the comments. In Macmillanâ€™s view, the Americanâ€™s
tailoring had always been sharper than his judgment, and in any case, the speech had touched on Britain only briefly, and the former
secretary was a noted Anglophile.Â How should this state of affairs be understood? The book shows that British foreign policy is not the
expression of an essential British identity; rather, Britain has time and again cast itself intoâ€”Ã‚ï¿½ and crucially been cast into by
important others like the United States and Franceâ€”Ã‚ï¿½a prominent role in international politics.Â foreign policy since 1945 despite
a decline in its relative material capacity. The United Republic of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, commonly known as the British
Republic (BR), or Britain, is a sovereign country located in western Europe. Lying off the northern-west coast of mainland Europe, the
British Republic includes the island of Great Britain, the north-eastern part of the island of Ireland and many smaller islands. Northern
Ireland remains part of the British Republic and is the only part of the island of Ireland that remains under British control and shares
borders Britain Since 1945 book. Read 5 reviews from the world's largest community for readers. Britain since 1945: The People's
Peace is the first comprehensive...Â Morgan is too favourable, in my opinion, claiming that on the whole British decolonialisation policy
was successfull and helpful (remember sectarian violence in India?). He also could have put more focus on the role of women and
minorities, though that probably involved a explicit decision not too get lost in the waters of sociology, focusing instead on the economic
and foreign policy dramas that British history so readily provides.

